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A TREATISR ON CONCRETE 

CHAPTER XXIX 

MISCELLANEOUS STRUCTURES. 
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* Concrete Engineering, Jaly 1908 , P· 189· 
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J n 1907 Mr. Robert A. Cummings* made comparative tests of reinforced 
concrete and white cedar poles. The former were 13 inches square at the 
butt and 7 inches at the top, reinforced to withstand the weight of 50 wires 
al! coated with ice to a diameter of one inch. These were stronger than the 
wooden pales of substantially tbe same size. After breaking, the ends of 
the concrete poles were held in a slightly inclined position by the reinforce
ment, while the wooden poles broke square off and fell to the ground. 

Ties. Concrete ties of varied designst have proved satisfactory for slow 
speed traffic, especially in yards and on turnouts. They also have been 
used to a certain extent on high speed track. One of the mostimportantfea
tures is the connection with the raíl which is generally made through a 
cushion block of wood. If th~ tie supports both rails, it must be reinforced 
in the center at the top to resist the negative bending moment. The ends 
of the ties should also be well reinforced to prevent breakage in case of derail
ment. 

Roa.d Beds. For tunnels, concrete roadbeds have beenfoundeconomical 
because of the very g~eat saving in maintenance expense. 

Roundhouses. Reinforced concrete affords a durable and inflammable 
material for the structural portions and the roofs of roundhouses, while the 
walls may be built either of concrete or of brick. 

Oinder ami Ash Pits. Concrete will stand as high temperature as will 
be given to it by hot ashes and cinders. 

Gra.in Elevators. By building of reinforced concrete the danger from 
fire is avoided as well as the necessity for constant repairs. 

Ooal Pockets. For coa! storage the strength and fireproofness of rein
forced concrete is bringing about its general adoption. 

Boiler Settings. Reinforced concrete_ boiler settings have been in succcss
ful use in severa! plants for a number of years. The initial cost is prob
ably not less than brick but greater durability and freedom from repairs is 
claimed by the users of concrete settings. 

Double walls are required with an air space between. The inner wall 
may be about 5 inches thick and the outer about 6 inches, both thoroughly 
reinforced to prevent as far as possible the development of cracks. Bars 
¾-inch diameter, spaced 6 inches apart both ways, afford effective reinforce
ment. The walls may be tied together at intervals with bars. The rein
forcement permits building the setting to any shape over the boiler, although 
wherever it comes in contact with the boiler, a 3-inch !ayer of mineral wool 
s!10uld be introduced to allow for variation in expansion. 

* Cement Age, Aug. 19~7, p. 84. 

t Conc-ete Review, 19')S published by the Association of American Portland Cement Ma~u
facturers. 
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A fire-brick lining must be used. A thickness of 8 or 9 inches is more 
economical than a 4}-inch lining because it can be replaced without dis
turbing tbe concrete. Spaces must be left at the ends of the fire-brick lining 

to allow for expansion. 
The concrete should be as rich as r: 2 :4 and the best aggregates are quartz 

sand and trap rock about ¾ inch maximum size. For high temperatures 
gravel and limestone aggregates should be avoided. Cinders of first-dass 
quality should make durable walls when mixed with sand and cement 

in rich proportions. 
Fences. Fences have been built of solid concrete, of mortar plastered 

on wire lath, of concrete rails set in concrete posts, and of concrete posts with 
galvanized fence wire between them. The last plan is the most common. 
For farm or division fences the length of postf may be 7 feet, allowing 3 feet 
of this to set into the ground, and tbe size may be 5 or 6 inches square at the 
bottom and 4 or 5 inches sqliare at the top w:th ¼-inch rods in each comer. 
Forms are easily made singly or so as to mold severa! posts at once. 

Silos. Silos of solid monolithic concrete built in circular forms may have 
walls 6 inches thick reinforced with ½-inch bars bent to ci:·cles and placed 
12 inches apart. Occasional vertical bars are also neccssary. The con
crete must be mixed wet and placed very carefully so as to give a perfectly 
smooth interior surface, so solid and dense that the ensilage will not be dried 

out next to the wall. 
Greenhouses. Greenhouses themselves, as well as the íloors, tables, 

water troughs, hotbeds, and minor appurtenances, are being built of con
crete. The directions throughout the various chapters in this treatise 
for structures of different classes will be found to apply to these details. 

House Ohimneys. Chimneys for residences may be of concrete if 
heavily reinforced, but the expense of forms usually will make them more 

costly than brick. 
. Chimney caps of concrete should be well reinforced to prevent cracking. 

Residences. Residences are built of solid reinforced concrete; concrete 
blocks (see p. 629); concrete tile, plastered (see p. 629); and mortar plas

tered on metal lath (see p. 627). 
Solid or monolitbic concrete is especially adapted to fine residences and 

permits unique architectural treatment. Eventually with the development 
and consequent reduction in cost of form construction, reinforced concrete 
may be more generally employed for dwellings of small and moderate size. 

CEMENT MANUFACTURE 

CHAPTER XXX 

CEMENT MANUFACTURE 

. This chapter contains a short historical sketch followed by a brief out
lme of the processes of modern cement manufacture illustrated with vie 
f 

. , WS 

o typ1cal machinery. 

HISTORIOAL 

L!me must have been used by the Egyptians thousands of years before 
Chnst, as the stones in the pyramids apparently were laid in mortar of 
common lime and sand. It is even thought by sorne that these ancients 
understood the principle of mixing lime and clay together to make a real 
cement. 

Concrete was made by the Romans as early as severa! centuries before 
Christ. For most of theirwork, they used lime mixed with sand and stone 
but understanding the value of puzzolana or volcanic ashes to render Iim~ 
hydraulic, they employed these two materials in combination with the 
sand and stone for marine construction. For less important work the 
o~ten m'.~ed ~me and coarsely powdered brick with the aggregate. Vitn~ 
v1_us, ~vntmg m the first century, describes methods of making concrete 
with lime alone, and also gives as the formula for making it of slaked lim 
and Italian puzzolana: e 

12 parts of puzzolana, well pulverized. 
6 parts of quartz sand, well washed. 
9 parts of rich lime, recently slaked; to which is added 
6 p~rts or fragments of broken stone, porous and angular, when 

mtended for a "pise" or a filling in. 

In the Middle Ages concrete was employed, after the Roman fashion, for 
both walls and foundations. In the former it was generally laid as a core 
faced with stone masonry. Large stones were often imbedded in the 
mass. 

Th~ fact that clay contained in certain limes rendered them hvdraulic 
was d1scovere? by John Smeaton, when studying the designs for the third 
E~dystone _L1ghthouse, ~bo~t 17 50. Early in the following century, 
V1cat, by h1s extended sC1entJfic researches in France, earned for himself 
the name of t~e founder of hyclraulic chemistry. 


